Spatiotemporal interactions affect visual performance under repeated stimulation conditions, showing both incremental (commonly related to learning) and decremental (possibly sensory adaptation) effects. Here we examined the role of spatiotemporal consistencies on learning dynamics and transfer. The backward-masked texture-discrimination paradigm was used, with stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) controlling the observers' performance level. Temporal consistencies were examined by modifying the order in which SOA was varied during a training session: gradually reduced SOA (high consistencies) versus randomized SOA (low consistencies). Spatial consistencies were reduced by interleaving standard target trials with oriented 'dummy' trials containing only the background texture (no target, oriented 45°relative to the target's orientation). Our results showed reduced improvement following training with gradual SOA, as compared with random SOA. However, this difference was eliminated by randomizing SOA only at the initial and final segments of training, revealing a contaminating effect of temporal consistencies on threshold estimation rather than on learning. Inserting the 'dummy' trials (reduced spatial consistencies) facilitated both the learning and the subsequent transfer of learning, but only when sufficient pretraining was provided. These results indicate that visual sensitivity depends on a balance between two opposing processes, perceptual learning and sensory adaptation, both of which depend on spatiotemporal consistencies. Reducing spatiotemporal consistencies during training reduces the short-term spatiotemporal interactions that interfere with threshold estimation, learning, and generalization of learning. We consider the results within a theoretical framework, assuming an adaptable low-level network and a readout mechanism, with orientation and location-specific low-level adaptation interfering with the readout learning.
Introduction
In perceptual learning, repetition-based training is typically applied, resulting in long lasting improved sensitivity (Fahle & Poggio, 2002; Sagi, 2011) . During visual training, sequential discrete visual stimuli are presented to observers. In such training the inter-trials' spatiotemporal dependencies are assumed to accumulate and integrate to facilitate learning. The outcome of this training (i.e., learning) is measured by sampling sensitivity, using a similar structure of repeated performance, so that training and testing the outcome of training are done using the same procedure.
Sensory adaptation experiments have demonstrated that spatiotemporal interactions, enabled by an extensive presentation of trials (many repetitions) or extended exposure to a given stimulus lead to reduced neural response and consequently, to reduced visual performance (Webster, 2011) . Similarly, in visual learning, extensive within-day training was shown to hamper performance (Mednick et al., 2002; Censor, Karni, & Sagi, 2006) . The withinday deterioration was shown to be location specific and was independent of monetary reward (Mednick et al., 2002) . It was also shown (Censor et al., 2006 ) that the number of trials applied in training affects both the discrimination thresholds and the amount of learning obtained; increasing the number of trials elevated the discrimination threshold, possibly due to sensory adaptation, and, counterintuitively, reduced learning. Although it is assumed that thresholds are objectively captured, in fact, the measurements may be contaminated by short-term spatiotemporal interactions, such as sensory adaptation (Ludwig & Skrandies, 2002; Ofen, Moran, & Sagi, 2007) . Here, we attempted to provide estimates of learning gains that are minimally affected by short-term effects. While the mechanisms underlying these deteriorative effects are yet to be determined, the experimental methods employed in the present work show that within-day performance decrements can be alleviated.
Recently a method for reducing the within-day performance decrements that are attributed to sensory adaptation has been demonstrated (Harris, Gliksberg, & Sagi, 2012) . The method is based on earlier findings showing reduced contrast adaptation when sequentially adapting to two gratings differing by 45°, possibly due to inhibitory interactions between orientation-tuned neurons in the primary visual cortex (Greenlee & Magnussen, 1988) . This was implemented in the texture-discrimination task (Karni & Sagi, 1991) by interleaving background only (no target) trials with target trials. The observers were required to respond to these trials the same way that they respond to target trials, i.e., to identify the missing target; thus, these additional trials were termed ''dummy'' trials. The bars presented on those 'dummy' trials were oriented 45°relative to the targets' local orientation. Training with the 'dummy' trials eliminated within-day performance decrements and resulted in generalization of learning across retinal space. Since the effectiveness of the dummy trials was found to be dependent on their local orientation (Harris et al., 2012) , similarly to contrast adaptation (Greenlee & Magnussen, 1988) , it was suggested that they reduce the effects of sensory adaptation during training. The improved performance with the insertion of dummy trials contradicts an explanation of within-day deterioration in terms of general fatigue or attention lapses, since, in addition to the above-mentioned local orientation dependency, the addition of dummy trials doubles the length of the training sessions, thus predicting greater stimulus-independent fatigue and an increasing number of attention lapses.
For measuring the performance threshold, stimulus magnitude needs to be varied, covering a range of magnitudes. In a typical perceptual-learning experiment, training starts with high magnitude stimuli (an easy level of difficulty, for example, target trials that are not followed by a mask in a backward-masking paradigm) and gradually proceeds to stimuli of lower magnitude (more difficult) either until a close-to-chance level performance is reached (Karni & Sagi, 1991) , or, in the case of adaptive procedures, until the observer converges to an above-chance performance level (e.g., 75% correct), defined as the threshold (Levitt, 1971 ). An alternative method distributes all stimulus magnitudes randomly over the course of the training session (Dosher & Lu, 2000; Harris et al., 2012; Watanabe, Nanez, & Sasaki, 2001 ). Thus, although learning was shown using both gradual and random presentation methods, their effects on learning were never compared.
The gradually decreasing magnitude method has the advantage of allowing the observers to familiarize themselves with the stimuli and the task, thus stabilizing their performance level. Extra trials for familiarization purposes are commonly given in the pre-training phase. It is the earliest familiarization stage, which serves either as the initial practice or as a baseline performance measure. Common research practice shows that this pre-training phase is required for the observers so that they will be able to perform the trained task, without which subsequent training is inefficient. However, there is currently no research available that indicates the amount of pre-training that should be used; thus, it is not clear how these procedural manipulations affect future learning and transfer. It was previously shown that a minimal number of trials is required for long-term learning to occur (Aberg, Tartaglia, & Herzog, 2009) , which varies across different tasks (Wright & Sabin, 2007) . Hussain, Sekuler, and Bennett (2009) reported that a remarkably small amount of practice (5 trials per condition) was required to induce learning in a texture identification task and they found that further increasing the number of trials on the first day of training reduced learning during the 2nd day while preserving the total amount of learning. Pre-training was also found to be a crucial factor in measuring specificity and the transfer of learning, when administered at both trained and transfer locations. Zhang, Xiao, Klein, Levi, and Yu (2010) demonstrated that a pre-training phase (pre-test) of a peripheral stimulus induced the transfer of foveal learning to the pre-trained peripheral location. Typically in the pre-training phase a series of above-threshold (easy) stimuli with a constant stimulus magnitude is provided, thus introducing both spatial and temporal (spatiotemporal) consistencies.
Here we examined the effect of temporal consistencies and spatial consistencies on visual learning dynamics and transfer. The temporal consistencies were enhanced using a gradually decreasing SOA (experiment 1) instead of a randomly varying SOA (Harris et al., 2012) . Next, to test how temporal interactions influence performance estimation (experiment 2), the effect of reduced temporal consistencies at the times that learning was measured (the start and end of training) was examined. Last, the influence of spatiotemporal repetitions in the early pre-training phase was tested by reducing the number of trials provided in the pre-training phase at the trained location (experiment 3). In each of these experiments the role of spatial consistencies was investigated in a separate group of observers. Spatial consistencies were reduced using 'dummy' trials (see above). The 'dummy' trials reduced the spatial consistencies via interrupting the repeated exposure of the target element, previously shown to counteract the withinday performance deterioration (Harris et al., 2012) .
Methods

Apparatus
The stimuli were presented on a 19 00 Mitsubishi Diamond Pro 930SB color monitor, using a PC with an Intel processor. The monitor refresh rate was 100 Hz. The mean luminance of the stimulus (line textures) was 63-65 cd/m 2 in an otherwise dark environment.
Stimuli and task
Observers were trained with the standard texture discrimination task (TDT, Karni & Sagi, 1991) . In Fig. 1A the target frame (10 ms) and the mask frame (100 ms) are schematically shown. Each target frame was followed by a patterned mask. Observers had to judge the arrangement of a peripheral target (an array of three diagonal bars) and report whether it was horizontal or vertical. The peripheral target is embedded in a background (19 Â 19 array of horizontal bars, 0.5°Â 0.035°, and spaced 0.72°apart, 0.05°jitter) and its position was centered at 5.3°of a visual angle relative to the center of display. Mask patterns were 19 Â 19 arrays of randomly oriented 'V'-shaped patterns. The display size was 14°b y 13.5°of the visual angle, viewed from a distance of 100 cm. Fixation was enforced at the center of the display by a forcedchoice letter discrimination task between a ''T'' and an ''L''. Next, they had to report whether the peripheral bar's array was horizontal or vertical. Responses were provided by pressing a computer mouse click. Auditory feedback was provided in case of an incorrect response for the fixation (T/L) task. Each trial was self-initiated by the observer. Target and mask stimuli were separated by a time interval (stimulus onset asynchrony, SOA) ranging from 10 to 300 ms. Each daily session (1-8) consisted of three consecutive sub-sessions (A, B, C). For each sub-session, SOA was either randomized across trials, with 6 presented trials per SOA (Harris et al., 2012) or decreased gradually. The gradually decreasing SOA training sub-sessions started at the highest SOA (300 ms) and ended at the observer's chance level SOA (the SOA for which the performance level was 660% correct) with 10 trials presented per SOA. The measured psychometric functions were fitted with the Weibull function in order to estimate the discrimination threshold (Censor et al., 2006) :
where P(t) is the measured probability of a correct response, t represents the varied experimental parameter (SOA in ms), T is the estimated discrimination threshold for each session, b describes the psychometric function's estimated slope, and fe is the estimated ''finger error'' parameter (0 6 fe 6 1).
Observers
Thirty-three observers with normal or corrected-to-normal vision participated in this experiment. All observers were naïve to the texture discrimination task and gave their written informed consent. The work was carried out in accordance with the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki).
Procedures
All observers had four days of training with the target positioned at one retinal location (the upper-left quadrant of the display), followed by four days of training with the target at a second retinal location (the lower-right quadrant of the display) in order to test the transfer of learning across retinal space (Fig. 1B) . Observers were informed about the change in the target's position prior to their training on the 5th day. Each daily session consisted of three consecutive sub-sessions (A, B, and C) and a total of 24 sub-sessions were completed in 8 days of training. Pretraining consisted of trials at SOA = 360 ms and were given prior to the initial sessions on the first day (Fig. 1B, left) . Other than the 'random' groups (standard and dummy), which were recreated . After a blank inter-stimulus interval, a performance-limiting mask (100 ms) appears, consisting of randomly oriented V-shaped patterns and at the center, a pattern of superimposed T and L appears. Fixation was enforced by a forced-choice letter discrimination task between a ''T'' and an ''L'', at the center of the display. Next, observers were asked to determine whether the 3-bar arrangement in the target frame is vertical or horizontal. Standard target trials are shown on the left and 'dummy' trials (randomly interleaved with standard trials in 'dummy' groups) are shown on the right. (B) Scheme of experimental procedures for each training condition. For the 'random SOA' groups (reported in Harris et al., 2012) , a randomly varying training structure was used throughout the entire training (white). For the 'gradual SOA' groups, a gradually decreasing SOA structure was used for the entire training session (gray). For both 'random measurement' and 'short pre-training' groups, a gradually decreasing SOA training structure was applied (gray), and a randomly varying training structure was used for the initial performance, the trained performance, and the initial transfer sub-sessions (white). These two groups differed in their pre-training phase (bright gray, 5 instead of 10 correct trial criteria for the 'short pre-training' group). Each of these main groups (random SOA, gradual SOA, random measurement, and short pre-training) consisted of two groups: a standard group and a dummy group (not shown).
from Harris et al. (2012) , the groups presented represent newly collected data. Experiment 1: In the gradual SOA group (Fig. 1B, ' gradual SOA') observers were trained with gradually decreasing SOAs and were compared to previously reported learning (Harris et al., 2012) with randomly varying SOAs (Fig. 1B, ' random SOA', n = 24 in the 'random standard' group and n = 24 in the 'random dummy' group). In the 'gradual SOA' groups, trials with the same SOA are sequentially presented, whereas in the 'random SOA' group SOAs were randomly presented. Thus, the 'gradual SOA' training consisted of enhanced levels of temporal consistencies. Four observers were trained in the 'gradual standard' group and eight observers were trained in the 'gradual dummy' group. Among these eight observers, four observers completed five days of the experiment, whereas the other four completed eight days of training.
Experiment 2: In the 'random measurement' group (n = 8 in the 'dummy' group and n = 4 in the 'standard' group) observers were trained with gradually decreasing SOAs, as in experiment 1 (Fig. 1B , gray area), but learning and transfer were measured using a random SOA structure (Fig. 1B , white area). This group's learning was compared to the 'gradual SOA' group ( Fig. 1B) , since in both groups a gradual SOA was used for training. However, whereas in the 'gradual SOA' group the learning was also estimated with gradual SOA, in this 'random measurement' group, learning was estimated using randomly varying SOAs. Therefore, the level of temporal consistencies at the measurement points was reduced. The measurement points are sub-sessions that are critical for learning and transfer estimation (each daily session consisted of three consecutive sub-sessions: A, B, C). More specifically, they are termed the initial training, the final training, and the initial transfer sub-sessions (sub-sessions 1A, 4C, and 5A, respectively).
Experiment 3: The 'short pre-training' group (n = 4 in the 'dummy' group and n = 5 in the 'standard' group, Fig. 1B ) had the same training structure as the 'random measurement' group. It differed from the 'random measurement' group only in the pre-training criterion for initiating the training on day 1. Thus, the level of spatiotemporal consistencies was controlled by the number of trials provided in the pre-training phase. During this pre-training phase the observers in previous groups achieved a criterion of 10 correct trials in a row (for both fixation and peripheral target tasks, SOA = 360 ms, which required a total of $30 trials), here considered to establish a stable initial performance level, whereas the 'short pre-training' observers reached shortened criteria of 5 correct trials during the pre-training phase (requiring a total of $15 trials). The method of instruction was identical for these 'short pre-training' groups and all previous groups.
Similar to the 'random' groups recreated from Harris et al. (2012) , each of the three main groups: 'gradual', 'random measurement', and 'short pre-training' consisted of two subgroups: 'standard' and 'dummy'. Standard training contained target trials, whereas for the dummy training (Fig. 1A ) additional dummy trials (right, background only trials, oriented 45°relative to target lines) were randomly interleaved with the target trials. In each session an equal number of target and dummy trials were presented. The dummy trials' SOA variation matched the SOA variation of the target trials; gradually decreasing or randomized according to the training conditions. The dummy trials reduced spatial consistencies since they interrupt the repeated exposure of the target element. The fixation task was the same in both the standard and dummy groups. Regarding the peripheral task, the observers in the dummy group were requested to provide a random response following a presentation of the dummy trials. In order to avoid decision biases, the observers were not requested to report whether they noticed the dummy trials (''target absent''). An analysis performed on the data indicated that observers responded the same way to dummy trials and to low-SOA target-trials. We examined the proportion of 'horizontal' responses for each of the 20 observers who were trained with dummy trials, in trials with SOAs for which the observers' performance was below 80% correct. The analysis showed this fraction to be 0.53 ± 0.03 and 0.52 ± 0.02 (mean ± SE) for the dummy and target trials, respectively. At the individual observer level, only 5 observers (out of 20) showed consistent bias in both experimental conditions, exceeding chance level by 4 times the SE expected from a random binomial process over the actual number of trials (that is, in the present case, P horizontal > 0.6 on each condition).
Results
Experiment 1: effect of enhanced temporal consistencies with and without spatial consistencies
The Gradual SOA group was divided into standard training ( Two-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed significant group X session interactions (F 3,112 = 2.41, p < 0.05) in which the thresholds Th Initial, Th Trained , and Th Transfer (thresholds at days 1, 4, and 5, respectively) were compared. A subsequent repeated measures ANOVA, comparing all four groups by day, revealed no significant difference at Th Initial (F 3,56 = 0.41, p = 0.74) and a marginal lack of significant difference at Th Trained (F 3,56 = 2.55, p = 0.07). On the fifth day (Th Transfer ), with a change in the target's location, a significant difference was found between the four groups (F 3,56 = 7.51, p < 0.01, Tukey post hoc). Both 'dummy' groups (white markers) performed significantly better (p < 0.05, the same significance criterion was applied for the following analysis) and they showed a transfer of learning, since following learning, the performance at the untrained location was as good as at the trained performance level. This shows transfer for the dummy groups in both random and gradual training structures. Examination of each group separately (pairwise comparisons) revealed that all groups other than the 'gradual standard' had undergone significant learning following training. Thus, for the standard training, increasing the temporal consistencies (via switching from random SOA to gradual SOA) hampers improvements. This also indicates that the dummy trials (reduced spatial consistencies) facilitated learning with a gradual training (enhanced temporal consistencies) structure.
Owing to the lack of significant learning at the first location, the specificity or transfer of learning is hard to determine for the 'gradual standard' group. Since the dummy groups (gradual, random) are similar but the standard groups (gradual, random) are different, there seems to be an interaction between temporal and spatial consistencies. Overall, the impaired learning with the gradual SOA (increased temporal consistencies) training structure was recovered by the 'dummy' training (reduced spatial consistencies). Yet it is not clear whether the reduced learning is due to the gradual SOA training, thus reflecting a true learning effect, or due to the use of the same gradual SOA procedure when estimating thresholds, which may lead to biased threshold estimates. In the next experiment, we directly addressed this concern.
Experiment 2: the effect of reduced temporal consistencies on learning estimation
Here we examined two additional groups of observers: the 'random measurement standard' and the 'random measurement dummy'. These random measurement groups' training was equivalent to the gradual groups from experiment 1 -the only difference being that instead of all gradual SOA training, the 'random measurement' group's learning was tested with the random SOA structure at sub-sessions 1A, 4C, and 5A, i.e., for the initial training, final training, and the initial transfer sub-sessions, respectively. Therefore, their learning was estimated using a method involving reduced temporal consistencies relative to experiment 1 (Fig. 2) .
Both groups had a similar initial and trained performance level (Fig. 3A , 'random measurement standard': Th Initial = 142 ± 25 ms, Th Trained = 86 ± 10 ms, 'random measurement dummy': Th Initial = 120 ± 14 ms, Th Trained = 82 ± 9 ms). Examination of each group independently using one-way ANOVA revealed a significant day effect for both groups (random measurement standard: F(3, 9) = 5.67, p = 0.018, random measurement dummy: F(3, 18) = 19.09, p < 0.001). Further pairwise comparisons showed significant learning (from Th Initial to Th Trained ) for both groups during training. On day 5 a new target location was presented, resulting in a higher average threshold for the standard group compared with the dummy group ('random measurement standard': Th Transfer = 131 ± 16 ms, 'random measurement dummy': Th Transfer = 88 ± 7 ms). Thus, by only changing the measurements points, the extent of learning and the specificity of learning following gradual SOA training were obtained. Here as well, the dummy group showed a transfer of learning (in accordance with Harris et al., 2012 , and with the 'gradual dummy' group from experiment 1, Fig. 2 ).
The effect of random SOA measurement (experiment 2) relative to that of gradual SOA measurements (experiment 1), following the same gradual SOA training, is shown in Fig. 3B . Learning was estimated both at the daily level and at the sub-session level (termed A, B, and C for the initial, middle, and final sub-sessions, respectively, of each day). We directly compared the 'random measurement' groups (Fig. 3B, right panel) and the 'gradual' groups (Fig. 3B, left panel) , focusing on the initial training phase (subsessions 1A and 1B) and the final training phase (sub-sessions 4B and 4C). Both groups underwent the same gradual SOA training between these initial and final training phases (marked by the dashed line, sub-sessions 1B-4B, including 1B and 4B). For the random measurement group, sub-sessions 1A (Fig. 3B , right panel, the leftmost threshold) and 4C (Fig. 3B , right panel, the rightmost thresholds) were estimated with random SOA, whereas for the gradual groups these respective thresholds were estimated using gradual SOA. A 2-way repeated measures ANOVA indicated significant interactions for the sub-session X group (F(3, 66) = 6.1, p = 0.001). Next, we tested the effect of a sub-session in each group separately using one-way ANOVA. Both groups exhibited the significant effect of a sub-session (gradual: F(3, 33) = 10.1, p < 0.001, random: F(3, 33) = 28.3, p < 0.001). At the initial training phase, the 'random measurement' group exhibited a significant improvement (from 161 ± 24 to 110 ± 9 ms), whereas the 'gradual' group exhibited no change in performance (from 131 ± 13 to 130 ± 14 ms). For both groups significant learning was evident from the initial to the final training session (sub-sessions 1B-4B), during four days of gradual SOA training ('random'; from 110 ± 9 to 86 ± 7 ms, 'gradual'; from 130 ± 14 to 95 ± 8 ms). Regarding the final training session, the 'random measurement' group displayed an additional significant improvement (from 86 ± 7 to 72 ± 8 ms), whereas the 'gradual' group again displayed no change in performance (from 95 ± 8 to 97 ± 6 ms).
These results show that the gradual SOA structure facilitates learning at the initial stages but elevates the estimated thresholds at the final phase of training. Thus, enhanced temporal consistencies promote learning in the early phase but diminish performance at a later phase. Furthermore, this indicates that the weak learning effect in the 'gradual standard' group (Fig. 2) is not due to insufficient training but rather, is due to contaminated measurements at the start and at the end of training.
Next we examined the effect of standard training relative to that of the dummy training (reduced spatial consistencies). Fig. 4A shows the complete learning curves for both the 'gradual' (experiment 1) and 'random measurement' (experiment 2) groups. Each threshold represents a sub-session, a third of a continuous daily session (instead of the daily thresholds shown in Figs. 2 and 3A). As detailed above, the 'gradual' and 'random measurement' groups had the same gradual SOA training and differed only in the measurement time points (the initial training, the final training, and the initial transfer sub-sessions). As shown in Fig. 3 , reducing temporal consistencies affects estimating the performance. However, during the rest of the training these groups had comparable gradual SOA training and they exhibited similar effects in response to the dummy training. Results (Fig. 4A) show that the overall performance of the dummy groups (the white markers) is improved relative to the standard group (the black markers). We evaluated the effectiveness of the dummy trials by computing the average difference between the standard and dummy groups' learning curves for each experiment (experiment 1 -'gradual', experiment 2 -'random measurement', Fig. 4B ). To properly compare experiment 1 and experiment 2, the performance at sub-sessions 1A, 4C, and 5A is excluded from this analysis. The 'gradual' and 'random measurement' group exhibited similar improved performances (18 ± 2 ms and 17 ± 2 ms, respectively) for the dummy groups compared with their matched standard group (t(21) = 11, p < 0.01 for the 'gradual' group and t(21) = 10, p < 0.01 for the 'random measurement' group). Thus, the same effectiveness of dummy trials (reduced spatial consistencies) in improving performance was obtained in both the 'gradual' and the 'random measurement' groups (both groups also exhibited transfer of learning following the dummy training). In addition, the standard and dummy groups also differ in the magnitude of their within-day performance deterioration (final relative to the initial sub-session of each day). Since both the 'gradual' and 'random measurement' groups were considered, the within-day deterioration was averaged across all training days other than days 1, 4, and 5. Fig. 4C shows that the within-day deterioration for the standard training (black bars, mean average: 13 ± 3 ms, 'gradual': 13 ± 3 ms, 'random measurement': 13 ± 4 ms) is higher (t(18) = 1.9, p = 0.04) relative to that of the corresponding dummy training (white bars, mean average: 7 ± 2 ms, 'gradual': 6 ± 3 ms, 'random measurement': 8 ± 2 ms). To summarize, the results show both overall (Fig. 4B) as well as within-day (Fig. 4C ) improvements for the dummy training relative to the standard training.
Experiment 3: shortening pre-training
To evaluate the importance of spatiotemporal consistencies at the earliest phase of learning, the learning and the transfer following a short pre-training phase was tested. The 'short pre-training' group underwent the same training as the 'random measurement' group, but it was presented with a reduced pre-training phase (Fig. 1B) . For both 'short pre-training' groups the initial, trained, and transfer performance levels were comparable (Fig. 5A , 'short pre-training standard': Th Initial = 172 ± 18 ms, Th Trained = 93 ± 13 ms, Th Transfer = 130 ± 14 ms, 'short pre-training dummy': Th Initial = 180 ± 34 ms, Th Trained = 87 ± 7 ms, Th Transfer = 124 ± 9 ms). Results showed a significant day effect for both groups (standard: For both groups gradual SOA training was applied (as in experiment 1), but in these random measurement groups three key sub-sessions for estimating learning and transfer (initial performance, trained performance, and initial transfer) were measured using random SOA (reduced temporal consistencies). Unlike the previous 'gradual standard' group ( Fig. 2) , here learning following standard training was obtained. In accordance with the previous group ('random SOA' groups, Fig. 2 ), here the results also show specificity following standard training and transfer following dummy training.
(B) A direct comparison of learning estimations between gradual SOA (experiment 1) and random SOA (experiment 2). Gradual SOA estimation resulted in a better performance level at the early phase of training but a worse performance level at later stages relative to the random SOA estimation. The overall effectiveness of dummy trials was evaluated by taking the average difference between the standard learning curve and the dummy learning curve in each experiment. Dummy groups had better performance levels compared with standard groups following training with both 'gradual' (experiment 1) and 'random measurement' (experiment 2) training conditions. (C) The effectiveness of dummy trials in reducing within-day performance deterioration during training (the average across all training days other than days 1, 4, and 5), for both the 'gradual' and the 'random measurement' groups. F(3, 12) = 10.55, p = 0.001, dummy: F(3, 9) = 9.33, p = 0.03). A further pairwise comparison showed that significant learning had occurred at the initial location (from Th Initial to Th Trained ) for both groups. Unlike all previous dummy groups (Figs. 2 and 3A) , the 'short pre-training dummy' group exhibited specificity of learning. For the standard group the performance at the transfer location was not significantly different from either Th Initial or Th Trained , but it most resembled the performance on the second day of training. Thus, statistically, it seems like a case of partial specificity, possibly due to the large variance in the initial threshold, which is attributed to the short pre-training phase that was provided. The results from experiments 1 and 2 showed that in both cases of transfer of learning following dummy training ('gradual dummy', Fig. 2 and 'random measurement dummy', Fig. 3A) an improved performance was shown for the dummy group relative to their matched standard group (Fig. 4) . Here both groups exhibited specificity of learning, regardless of the presence of dummy trials. Thus, we tested whether the dummy trials effectively improve the performance of this 'short pre-training' group during training. Fig. 5B shows that such an improvement was not evident in the 'short pre-training' group where the difference between the standard and dummy was negligible (1 ± 3 ms, t(21) = 0.5, p = 0.6). This demonstrates that a minimal amount of pre-training is necessary for the dummy to be effective. Without sufficient pre-training, the performance during training is not improved relative to the standard training and also, learning is not transferred. Consequently, pre-training is required for transfer of learning following training with the ''dummy'' trials.
Discussion
Here we studied the effect of spatiotemporal consistencies on visual learning dynamics and transfer by monitoring both the learning and performance decrements. Our results reveal short-term modulations (elevated thresholds) as well as long-term influences (limiting transfer to a new location) of spatiotemporal consistencies regarding learning.
Interactions between spatial and temporal consistencies
Commonly used visual training involves both spatial and temporal consistencies. However, how each of these components and their possible interactions affect learning is unclear. Here, when enhanced temporal consistencies (gradual relative to random SOA, Fig. 2) were introduced, the results indicated reduced learning. Inserting the dummy trials, which reduced the spatial consistencies, successfully counteracted this effect, pointing to an interaction between the spatial and temporal effects. In Harris et al. (2012) , using random SOA training, within-day differences were originally shown between standard and dummy groups during training; the standard group exhibited within-day deterioration during the 1st and 2nd days, which was eliminated in the dummy group. Here, using gradually decreasing SOA training, the results show both overall (Fig. 4B ) and within-day (Fig. 4C ) improvements for the dummy training relative to the standard training. These findings suggest that under enhanced temporal consistency training, reduced spatial consistencies (dummy training) result in benefits throughout the entire training session, in addition to the within-session improvements. As was originally demonstrated in Harris et al. (2012) , the dummy trials further enabled the transfer of learning across retinal locations (Figs. 2  and 3A) . However, sufficient pre-training is essential for reducing spatial consistencies using the dummy trials (Fig. 5) , promoting learning and transfer.
In recent years it has been shown that the TDT task has a dominant temporal learning component (Censor, Bonneh, Arieli, & Sagi, 2009; Wang, Cong, & Yu, 2013) . However, this component is largely limited when accounting for the robust spatial specificity of learning. Our results, showing high sensitivity to modifications of the temporal sequences (the structure of SOAs; gradual SOA relative to random SOA) support this main role of the temporal component in TDT learning. Moreover, it may propose a link between this temporal component and the spatial specificity of learning via sensory adaptation. We propose that increased inter-trial consistencies, for example, by introducing the temporal stimulus consistently, induce sensory adaptation, which may increase the spatial variance of the responses across different retinal locations. Recently it had been shown that adapting to high temporal frequency results in spatially specific reductions in the apparent duration (Nishida & Johnston, 2009) .
Since performance on the TDT task varies monotonically with SOA, varying the order of SOA presentations involves also a change in the order of targets' signal-to-noise ratios (S/N) experienced by the observers. Within the context of Signal Detection Theory (Green & Swets, 1966) , decision mechanisms may take advantage of the stimulus ordering to reduce uncertainty regarding the internal brain mechanisms best suited for the task. On this account, the gradual SOA method is expected to reduce uncertainties, if present, and to improve performance, as indeed is the case during the initial phase of learning. However, it is not clear how such a theory can account for performance reduction during a training session, and for the orientation dependent effect of the added dummy trials. In terms of task difficulty, the random SOA variation is expected to result in a more difficult training relative to the gradual SOA training in which the stimulus is predictable and uncertainty is reduced. However the results showed improved performance for the random SOA training.
Temporal consistencies render learning estimation unreliable
We demonstrated that the apparent lack of learning in the presence of temporal consistencies (gradual SOA method) results from contaminated measurements owing to short-term temporal interactions at the end of the training, and that it is not due to inefficient training. Importantly, we obtained learning by only reducing the temporal consistencies during the learning endpoints. These results show that threshold estimations obtained using psychophysical methods, which gradually vary the stimulus parameters, may provide an unreliable estimate of learning. In the gradually decreasing method, the more challenging threshold-level stimuli are presented towards the end of the session; thus, the daily threshold is critically dependent on the sensitivity at, or close to, the end of the session. This raises the question of whether the weak learning shown for the gradual standard training (Fig. 2) , universally used in TDT experiments, results from sampling bias or whether the gradual SOA structure (which involves stronger temporal consistencies), is responsible for the increased threshold. Our results from the 'random measurement' group (Fig. 3) address this question by demonstrating that at the same sampling time point (the end of day 4; sub-session 4C) and following the same gradual SOA training, lower thresholds were obtained using the random SOA (Fig. 3B, right panel) relative to the comparable gradual SOA measurement (Fig. 3B, left panel) . This implies that the gradual SOA method contributes to attaining a temporary threshold elevation, which renders learning estimation unreliable. The result, showing that the random SOA measurement improves the threshold relative to the preceding gradual SOA measurement, argues against a pure sampling issue (related to the order of the SOAs), and may point to the existence of purely temporal effects (Nishida & Johnston, 2009 ), suggested to be involved in backward masked texture learning (Censor et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2013) , which adapt when SOA is ordered.
The effect of pre-training at the initial location upon transfer
The present work demonstrates specificity due to lack of sufficient pre-training. The pre-training is considered necessary to establish higher-level, task-dependent learning (Karni & Sagi, 1991 , 1993 . However, these findings suggest a stimulus-dependent role for pre-training, possibly reflecting a limited interaction between low-and higher-level processes, which leads to specific learning. Zhang et al. (2010) used a pretest (200 trials) at the transfer location as a baseline for transfer of learning and found that, owing to this experience, learning was generalized from the fovea to periphery. Notably, a similar number of trials were introduced in our standard daily training. Our results show the dramatic influence of pre-training, at the initial location, on transfer to an untrained location. Here, insufficient pre-training leads to specificity under training conditions that otherwise result in the transfer of learning. Interestingly, evaluating specificity and the transfer of learning with gradual SOA is equivalent to providing additional ''pre-training'' at transfer (in both cases the observers are exposed to a series of trials with an easy and constant magnitude at the beginning of the session), which accounts for the better performance level at the initial transfer sub-session (Fig. 4A) for the gradual standard group relative to the 'random measurements' groups and the previously reported specific learning (Harris et al., 2012) with random SOA training.
The results show a higher initial performance level (day 1) for both 'short pre-training' groups. This is reasonable given the reduced amount of repetitions they were introduced with at the pre-training phase. Since this initial threshold is high the partial transfer observed on day 5 relative to day 1 is expected and is probably attributed to the general component of the pre-training phase as shown by Karni and Sagi (1993) . Thus, when evaluating transfer of learning we consider not only day 5 relative to day 1 but also day 4 relative to day 5. Notable, by the second day these groups compensate for most of their weaknesses on day 1, and at day 4 they converge to the same performance level ($90 ms) as the 'random measurement' groups ($84 ms). Importantly the high initial threshold was observed in both groups regardless of the presence of the dummy trials, which were not effective at this 'short pre-training'.
Adaptation-dependent visual learning model
Although visual learning and sensory adaptation are methodologically intertwined, since both are highly reliant on spatiotemporal consistencies, little is known about the interaction between the two. The adaptation-attributed detrimental effects on learning were shown to be eliminated by short training (Censor & Sagi, 2008) and sleep (Mednick et al., 2002; Censor et al., 2006) . Additionally, the effects of learning on adaptation were also documented (McGovern, Roach, & Webb, 2012; Yehezkel, Sagi, Sterkin, Belkin, & Polat, 2010) , implying a mutual and dynamic relationship between perceptual learning and sensory adaptation. For example, the ability of learning to adapt was demonstrated by Yehezkel et al. (2010) , who showed that repeated adaptations reduced the biased perception due to optical blur. Recently we proposed an adaptation-dependent visual learning model, according to which, learning involves a low-level visual network (encoding stimulus features) and a higher-level readout network in which the subject learns to perform the task based on the received sensory pattern (Harris et al., 2012) . Sensory adaptation induced during training may interfere with invariant learning by inducing network-dependent modifications in early local visual representations. Consequently, a readout unit that operates based on an adapted network will fail to apply previously gained experience under new conditions, i.e., it will fail to generalize learning to a new retinal location (overfitting: Sagi, 2011) . Our results allowed us to elaborate on the existing model. We propose that the adaptation-dependent specificity is due to the local network properties. A possible neuronal account for network-driven specificity is by dynamic encoding (Xiao, Zhang, Xing, Liang, & Wu, 2013) . Xiao et al. (2013) showed that adaptation is a process involving dynamic encoding in which the neuronal code changes from the spike rate to inter-neuronal correlations as a result of adaptation. The transmitted information is equivalent in both coding strategies, despite the large differences in spiking rates, which may account for the comparable trained performance level across adapted and unadapted training sessions. Moreover, we suggest that the correlation-based encoding is location specific, i.e., patterns of correlation corresponding to the same stimulus is not necessarily the same at different locations. These differences may result from changes in local connectivity, underlying the neuronal response correlations, across the cortical map. This is supported by another recent study (Schwartz, Macke, Amodei, Tang, & Berry, 2012) showing that coarse discrimination can be achieved by using a linear decoder that utilizes population spike counts. However, the finer details of the stimulus are resolved by a nonlinear decoder that considers the pattern of correlations among cells. In our model this may indicate that with the transition to correlation-based decoding the location-specific details are captured by the classifier (i.e., overfitting), thus resulting in specificity.
In our adaptation-dependent visual learning model, the early pre-training phase establishes, in the absence of adaptation, an efficient, space-invariant template that serves the readout. Without sufficient pre-training, the initial template is noisy, not fully developed, and is exposed to accidental local network properties that result in specificity regardless of the level of adaptation. In the case of sufficient pre-training, with the accumulation of consistencies during training, the low-level representation destabilizes. Other than correlation-based encoding, consistencies may, for example, contribute to increased local noise owing to adaptation. This local noisy representation has two implications regarding learning: (1) it leads to specific learning since the readout's invariance is disrupted by the local network properties and (2) it increases the thresholds. With the reduced effect of consistencies (switching from gradual SOA to random SOA measurements, or using dummy trials), proper performance measurement can be obtained. Inserting dummy trials negates the effect of spatial consistencies and consequently, preserves the initial invariant template, thus enabling the transfer of learning.
Texture learning as a two-stage process
There is an ongoing debate regarding the processing level that is affected by perceptual learning. Of particular interest is perceptual learning of low-level features, such as orientation, during which both the lower-and the higher-level representations are affected by adaptation and learning. It was suggested that perceptual learning involves multiple cortical areas, both high and low (Ahissar & Hochstein, 2004; Gilbert, Sigman, & Crist, 2001; Karni & Sagi, 1993) . Sensory adaptation was also shown to involve multiple visual networks, and the adaptation site was suggested to depend on the stimuli used: a low level for oriented gratings (Blakemore & Nachmias, 1971; Patterson, Wissig, & Kohn, 2013 ) and a higher level for objects such as faces (Xu, Dayan, Lipkin, & Qian, 2008) . Psychophysical experiments showing feature specificity of learning are consistent with an early processing phase (Edelman & Poggio, 1992; Karni & Sagi, 1991) , whereas other evidence showing generalization points to a high-level process Zhang et al., 2010) or to both low and high levels (Ahissar & Hochstein, 1997) . Here, the dependence of specificity on local network dynamics (such as adaptation) that was found necessitates the inclusion of low-level representations in the learning process. The result, showing generalization in the absence of adaptation, points to the critical role of a space invariant readout process in perceptual learning. Thus, our results can be explained by two levels of processing: an early representation and readout. The early representation encodes simple visual features modified by stimulation regardless of behavioral relevance (i.e., adaptation and task-irrelevant learning, Shibata, Sagi, & Watanabe, 2014) . The readout learns the required stimulus response mapping by classifying the early responses according to the task demands.
4.6. Potential implications of spatiotemporal consistencies on learning following different training protocols 4.6.1. A constant versus an adaptive approach
In visual learning different protocols are applied. All existing protocols are based on spatiotemporal repetitions, as required for learning. Psychophysical protocols can be roughly divided into two approaches: (1) constant stimuli, which include our gradual SOA, and random SOA training structures. In both cases the psychometric function is fully sampled but with a different sequence; (2) an adaptive approach whereby the stimuli are determined by the observer's response. This includes, for example, the commonly used staircase procedure (Levitt, 1971) , which was not examined here. In terms of administering a stimulus, the gradual SOA protocol is more comparable to the staircase protocol. For these protocols the inter-trial magnitude changes are much more moderate compared with the random SOA protocol, which involves abrupt changes in the stimulus magnitude. However, it is difficult to infer the learning dynamics for the staircase protocol. Recently this subject has been addressed by Hung and Seitz (2014) , showing, in an orientation discrimination task, that prolonged training at threshold level, as enabled by training with a single staircase, results in specificity of learning. Training with multiple short staircases, in sequence, led to transfer of learning across space. The prolonged training increased the proportion of the less discriminable stimuli, thus narrowing the range of stimulus parameters, making it more consistent and repetitive. Thus, possibly the specificity here is related to the stimulus being more repetitive rather than being less discriminable (more difficult). In addition, it is possible that the multiple short sessions enabled training with more discriminable stimuli (easy conditions) at the beginning of each session (similar to pre-training), which as we discussed above, promotes generalization of learning since it supports the establishment of an efficient template under both training and transfer conditions.
As Hung and Seitz (2014) pointed out, and which is supported by our findings here, the particularities of the training, which are often overlooked, have a dramatic effect on the specificity of learning. The proposed effects of adaptation demonstrated here develop on a time scale of tens of milliseconds, and are enforced by many repetitions; thus (although they affect learning and transfer) they are very likely to be overlooked in the commonly used training procedures, in which the daily threshold measurements are based on averaging performance across many trials. For example, it may be important to consider the physical energy of the stimulus (e.g., the intensity, duration), which critically affects the speed of adaptation and its strength. However, these parameters are rarely considered as relevant in most studies.
Task-dependent stimulus inconsistencies
Our experiments are of the 2AFC type, in which a stimulus is presented on each trial, with the target at a constant position. Other experiments using detection tasks include no-target trials, which can be viewed as ''dummy'' trials whose effect is dependent on the relationships between the target pattern and the no-target pattern. Thus, in considering the detection of an orientation ''pop-out'' embedded in an otherwise uniform texture (Ahissar & Hochstein, 1997) , the orientation difference between the target and the background may have a dual effect: an increase in this difference is expected to monotonically improve performance, but it may also affect adaptation in a non-monotonic fashion, first decreasing and then increasing it, as in Greenlee and Magnussen (1988) . The combined effect may depend on stimulus factors such as duration and intensity, and on procedural factors potentially introducing temporal and spatial consistencies.
Similarly, 2AFC tasks, like ours, may also involve spatial inconsistencies when the target location is not fixed (Censor et al., 2006) . In training involving two locations, each target location is exposed to the stimulus background (differing by 45°from the target) when the target is presented elsewhere, thus qualifying for reduced adaptation training. Harris et al. (2012) showed that under such conditions adaptation is reduced and learning is generalized. This effect may also depend on the stimulus intensity, duration and on the number of trials. Censor and Sagi (2008) used a dual location paradigm, but with enhanced target stimulus duration of 40 ms instead of the 10 ms used here and an increased number of trials ($900 trials) relative to the number that was applied here ($250). They observed performance deterioration within training sessions. Therefore, the reduced within-day deterioration shown following reduced adaptation training can be counteracted by increasing the stimulus intensity and the number of trials.
Mixing training parameters
It was shown in a number of studies that interleaving multiple stimulus types (also known as roving) hampers learning (Adini, Wilkonsky, Haspel, Tsodyks, & Sagi, 2004; Kuai, Zhang, Klein, Levi, & Yu, 2005; Wang et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2008) . Such mixing refers to, for example, training with multiple base contrasts in contrast discrimination tasks or in several directions in a direction discrimination task. Perhaps the lack of learning under the mixing conditions can be explained by insufficient consistencies introduced during training. For example, learning was enabled by stimulus temporal patterning (Kuai et al., 2005) , which also increases training certainty. Another study demonstrated that sometimes interleaving stimuli (decreasing certainty) improves performance ). Our results show that benefits accrue when the stimulus magnitude is randomly varied; this also supports a positive role of reduced certainty in learning. Unlike the experiments described above, here the stimulus type was kept constant and only SOA, which is the parameter used for estimating the performance, was modified. Thus, our results show that introducing variation in the course of training can be useful, as long as some level of inter-trial consistencies (that is essential for learning) is preserved. At later stages, the same consistency induces sensory adaptation, which limits performance (Fig. 3B) , thus avoiding some of these consistencies (for example, the temporal consistencies using the random SOA), would provide more reliable performance estimation. Overall, mixing different stimuli during training may lead to very different effects, depending, among other things, on stimuli similarity, magnitude, and repeatability, which may affect both learning and adaptation.
In the auditory domain it has been shown that a given amount of training per day is required for learning to occur. When this amount is exceeded, no additional improvements were reported (Wright & Sabin, 2007) , which is similar to what we observed here in the 'gradual standard' group. In addition, in the auditory domain, it has been demonstrated that learning can be enhanced when task performance is mixed with additional sensory stimulation (Wright, Sabin, Zhang, Marrone, & Fitzgerald, 2010) . A similar finding was recently reported in the visual domain (Szpiro, Wright, & Carrasco, 2014) , showing that interleaving the practice with another task increases learning relative to learning a single task. Our results show that the inhibited learning in the 'gradual standard' group is diminished when 'dummy' trials are inserted, resulted in larger improvements for the 'gradual dummy' group. All of these reports reveal that learning does not necessarily benefit from additional training with the same task, or from adding rest periods. Learning may be facilitated by interleaving trials that are designed to negate low-level adaptive process.
Perhaps the most important finding here is that the thresholds achieved at the end of training (day 4) are relatively robust in relation to the experimental manipulation used here. These thresholds are around $80 ms, except for the standard-gradual method, which is 115 ms. However, surprisingly, the behavior at transfer (day 5) is very sensitive to the particular training method (see Fig. 4A ), depending on events that take place at the beginning of training (day 1) and during training (days 1-4). This implies the existence of a rich repertoire of neuronal states, resulting in very similar behavior during the final training session, but which is very different regarding the space of inputs covered (generalization). It is possible that these different states correspond to local and global minima within neuronal networks that learn the task, with local minima being the outcome of overfitting to specific stimulus parameters.
